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Viruses in the faecal microbiota of
monozygotic twins and their mothers
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& Jeffrey I. Gordon1

Viral diversity and life cycles are poorly understood in the human gut and other body habitats. Phages and their encoded
functions may provide informative signatures of a human microbiota and of microbial community responses to various
disturbances, and may indicate whether community health or dysfunction is manifest after apparent recovery from a disease
or therapeutic intervention. Here we report sequencing of the viromes (metagenomes) of virus-like particles isolated from
faecal samples collected from healthy adult female monozygotic twins and their mothers at three time points over a one-year
period. We compared these data sets with data sets of sequenced bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA genes and
total-faecal-community DNA. Co-twins and their mothers share a significantly greater degree of similarity in their faecal
bacterial communities than do unrelated individuals. In contrast, viromes are unique to individuals regardless of their degree
of genetic relatedness. Despite remarkable interpersonal variations in viromes and their encoded functions, intrapersonal
diversity is very low, with .95% of virotypes retained over the period surveyed, and with viromes dominated by a few
temperate phages that exhibit remarkable genetic stability. These results indicate that a predatory viral–microbial dynamic,
manifest in a number of other characterized environmental ecosystems, is notably absent in the very distal intestine.

The diversity of viruses in the gut, and their role in the assembly,
maintenance and adaptations of the microbiota and its pool of genes
(microbiome), remains unclear. In many environments, the domi-
nant ecological relationship between viruses and their microbial
hosts is predatory and follows Lotka–Volterra (or ‘kill the winner’)
dynamics. This dynamic is characterized by top-down control of
microbial communities (that is, microbial biomass is significantly
below the carrying capacity of the habitat), rapid microbial and viral
population shifts, and evidence of Red Queen coevolution (in other
words, escape strategies in the prey population are countered by
predator adaption). One manifestation of this ‘arms race’ is positive
selection on loci such as bacterial O antigens and clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) elements1,2, and viral
tail fibres3. In contrast to this predator–prey dynamic, there is another
viral life cycle where temperate rather than lytic viruses are longer-
term contributors to microbial host phenotypes through provision of
adaptive genes. This dynamic can change the metabolic capacities of
free-living bacteria and obligate intracellular mutualists4, as well as the
lifestyles of pathogens5. In fact, many of the differences between closely
related microbial strains arise from prophage insertions6,7.

Sampling the DNA virome

Recent studies of the human gut virome have focused on pathogen
discovery8 or have analysed a few individuals without defining the
microbial composition of their gastrointestinal tracts9–11. In this
Article, we characterize the faecal viromes of four pairs of adult female
monozygotic twins and their mothers. All were healthy and none had
received antibiotics in the six-month period before sampling. Faecal
samples were obtained at the beginning of the study, two months later
(50 6 9 d) and one year later (364 6 10 d). Virus-like particles (VLPs)
were purified from 32 frozen faecal specimens. Because the yield of
VLP DNA from 2–5 g of faeces averaged 500 ng, we performed random

amplification of the purified viromes to obtain sufficient material for
shotgun 454 GS FLX pyrosequencing. After quality filtering, our final
data set contained 280,625,127 nucleotides (Supplementary Table 1).
We verified the reproducibility of the protocol by sequencing repli-
cates from five samples (Supplementary Table 1 and Methods). One
additional sample was subjected to deeper sequencing (70,157,333
nucleotides). We characterized bacterial taxa represented in faecal
samples by pyrosequencing their 16S rRNA genes (Supplementary
Table 2). We had previously performed12 shotgun sequencing of total
faecal DNA isolated from the 12 frozen samples obtained at the first
time point that in this work were used to prepare purified VLPs (Sup-
plementary Table 3).

Prominence of prophages and phages

We generated a custom non-redundant viral database (NR_Viral_
DB) to facilitate analysis of VLP-derived metagenomic data sets
(Methods). The NR_Viral_DB contained 4,193 genomic sequences
(96.2 megabases): 73.3% were eukaryotic viral genomes and 25.8%
were phages and prophages; 76.9% of the phages and prophages were
double-stranded-DNA phages, mostly members of the order
Caudovirales. The bacterial hosts of these known bacteriophages
are principally members of Proteobacteria (54%), Firmicutes
(32%) and Actinobacteria (7%).

A relaxed search against the NR_Viral_DB (tBLASTX; E value,
,1023) showed that 81 6 6% (mean 6 s.d.) of reads generated in this
study did not match to any known viruses (Supplementary Fig. 1).
However, most of the identifiable viruses in the 32 VLP-derived viromes
were prophages or phages generally classified as temperate (Fig. 1). The
Podoviridae illustrate this point: this family consists of both lytic and
temperate members and in the faecal viral community its dominant
representatives were temperate (for example coliphage P22-like). The
predicted hosts of the identifiable phages and prophages were members
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of the Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes (Fig. 1); these phyla, and in par-
ticular the families Ruminococcaceae, Lachnospiraceae and Bactero-
idaceae, constituted the most abundant bacterial taxa in the sampled
faecal microbial communities, as defined by 16S rRNA gene analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 2).

Intra- and interpersonal variation in viromes

Two different approaches were used to analyse ‘within VLP sample’
diversity (alpha-diversity estimates). First we used CD-HIT-EST13 to
cluster reads with $90% sequence identity over 85% of their length.
This allowed us to calculate a cluster-level Shannon index for each
VLP sample (Supplementary Table 4) and to define the expected
number of virotypes per VLP preparation using procedures
described in Methods (median, 346; range, 52–2,773). Second,
PHACCS (phage communities from contig spectrum) analysis
(Methods) indicated that each sample contained a median of 35
predicted virotypes (range, 10–984; average Shannon index,
3.32 6 0.71; Supplementary Table 5). Analysis of 16S rRNA data sets,
where noise due to pyrosequencing artefacts and chimaeras had been
removed, indicated that there were ,800 species-level bacterial phy-
lotypes per sample in the first-time-point faecal communities14.
Recent results obtained from deep shotgun sequencing of other faecal
microbiomes suggest that the number of species may be ,200 (ref.
15). Thus, the ratio of virotype to bacterial phylotype in the faecal
microbiota of these healthy adults seems to approach one.

We used two complementary methods to define the percentage of
shared viral sequences between faecal samples obtained at different
time points from the same individual and from different individuals
(beta-diversity estimates). In the first method, we used CD-HIT-EST
to cluster pooled reads from all of the VLP viromes. Hellinger distances
were subsequently calculated on the basis of a matrix of the number of
CD-HIT clusters versus VLP samples, to determine relationships

between samples. The second approach was based on contig assemblies
generated from the pooled VLP viromes (MAXIPHI16; see Methods).
Both beta-diversity estimates showed that the same individual har-
bours very similar faecal viral communities over at least a one-year
period: within an individual, .95% of the viral genotypes were present
and their relative abundances showed minimal variation (,8% per-
mutation of the rank abundance). This is different from other com-
parably characterized ecosystems where almost daily changes in beta
diversity occur17.

Although intrapersonal variation in viromes was minimal, inter-
personal variation was very high (Supplementary Fig. 3). To analyse
the clustering patterns generated by the distance matrices, 100 random
subsamplings of equal numbers of sequences per sample were used to
generate the distance matrices and a consensus UPGMA (unweighted
pair group method with arithmetic mean) tree. These trees showed
that the main branching pattern clusters samples from the same indi-
vidual, but there was no significant clustering of samples from the
same family (Supplementary Figs 4 and 5).

To establish further that temperate phages are dominant members
of faecal VLP preparations, we searched for sequence identity between
VLP viromes and 121 sequenced human gut microbial genomes. We
identified 13 different bacterial genomes containing prophages pre-
sent at high abundance in at least one VLP sample (Supplementary
Table 6). For example, Supplementary Fig. 6 shows a region of the
Ruminococcus torques ATCC 27756 genome that contains a predicted
,60-kilbase (kb) prophage. Sequence identity plots demonstrated
that this prophage was prominently represented in a VLP sample from
the mother of family two (F2M.1 and F2M.1R), where it constituted
18–20% of reads at the first time point; at the two later time points
(two months and one year), the phage was still present albeit at lower
abundance (0.8 and 1.4%, respectively). This phage was not detectable
in the mother’s twin daughters or in other individuals in our study.

Given the low diversity of individual faecal viromes and the apparent
representation of a few high-abundance phages, we attempted to
assemble partial or complete phage genomes using high stringency
conditions (Methods). This effort yielded 5,004 contigs $500 base
pairs long, 88 of which were 10–71.4 kb long (Supplementary Fig. 7).
All VLP-derived pyrosequencing reads from all 32 data sets were then
aligned against these large contigs. The results revealed that virotypes
represented by the large contigs were present mainly in only one indi-
vidual where their abundance varied over time (Supplementary
Table 7). The nucleotide sequence conservation of these contigs
(expressed as percentage identity between reads from a given VLP
sample and the contig) during the one-year period was remarkably
high within an individual (99.74 6 0.26%). Only eight of the 88 contigs
were present in more than one individual from different families, with
an average percentage identity of 88.23 6 1.4% between subjects (Sup-
plementary Table 8).

Functional variation among viromes

We next defined functions encoded by the 32 faecal VLP-derived
viromes by querying the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) database and the NCBI Clusters of Orthologous Groups
(COG) database. The same procedure for functional assignments
was used for the 12 shotgun faecal microbiome data sets generated
from the first-time-point sample from each individual in the four
families. The percentages of faecal VLP-derived reads with significant
hits in the COG and KEGG databases (BLAST cut-off, E , 1025) were
only 3.2 6 2.8% (mean 6 s.d.) and 1.7 6 1.9% (mean 6 s.d.), respec-
tively, compared with 36.0 6 6.9% (mean 6 s.d.) and 23.3 6 3.1%
(mean 6 s.d.) for reads obtained from the 12 total-faecal-community
DNA samples (Supplementary Fig. 8). Comparison of VLP-derived
viromes and the 12 microbiomes revealed significant functional differ-
ences (Supplementary Fig. 9) in agreement with previous studies of
aquatic ecosystems where viruses were significantly enriched for genes
related to DNA, RNA synthesis and replication and the corresponding
microbial communities were enriched for nitrogen and carbohydrate
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Figure 1 | Classification of viruses present in VLP preparations generated
from faecal samples collected from four families of monozygotic twins and
their mothers. Prophages are classified on the basis of their bacterial host
taxonomy. Prominent bacterial phyla are represented by different colours
(Proteobacteria, blue; Firmicutes, green; Bacteroidetes, red; Actinobacteria,
black). Class-level taxa within these phyla are indicated. Phages and
eukaryotic viruses are sorted according to taxonomy. Nomenclature used for
VLP preparations from faecal biospecimens is as follows: F, family; T, co-
twin; M, mother of co-twins. Time points (1–3), and technical replicates (R)
produced from a given sample are noted. The colour bar at the bottom of the
figure provides a reference key for the percentage coverage of a viral genome
in the NR_Viral_DB by reads from the given VLP virome data set (data
normalized using 14,000 randomly selected reads per data set). ds, double-
stranded; ss, single-stranded.
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metabolism and for membrane transport18. Figure 2 and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 10 provide a sample-by-sample view of the proportional
representation of KEGG and COG categories in sequenced, purified
VLP-derived viromes and in faecal microbiomes. There is only modest
interpersonal variation in the distribution of KEGG and COG path-
ways in the microbiomes (R2 5 0.993 6 0.005 (coefficient of deter-
mination) for KEGG, R2 5 0.984 6 0.013 for COG). Moreover, the
distribution of these functions is similar to their distribution in 121
sequenced human gut genomes (R2 5 0.82 for KEGG, R2 5 0.95 for
COG; Supplementary Table 9). In contrast, there is marked variation in
these functional categories in the sequenced VLP-associated viromes
(Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 10), although further and deeper ana-
lysis of these differences was limited by the low percentage of viral reads
that were classifiable.

The 88 VLP-derived large contigs encode 2,440 predicted proteins,
830 of which have significant similarity to viral or bacterial proteins
present in the NR_Viral_DB and/or in the 121 gut genomes
(BLASTX; E ,1025). Statistical analysis using METASTATS soft-
ware18 identified significant differences in the representation of
KEGG and COG functions associated with the large contigs, relative
to the NR_Viral_DB, including pathways related to ‘glycan metabol-
ism’, ‘cell wall biosynthesis’ and ‘transcription’ (Supplementary Fig.
11). To identify genes that may confer new and potentially advant-
ageous functions on viruses present in the distal gut microbiota and/
or to their microbial hosts, we searched this list of 2,440 proteins,
eliminating those with homologues in the NR_Viral_DB, as well as all
others whose putative functions suggested a viral origin (for example
polymerases, capsid proteins, holins and so on). We were left with 23
proteins belonging to 16 protein families (Table 1). These proteins,
seven of which use iron or sulphur in their reactions, are involved in a
number of processes associated with the anaerobic gut microbiota.
Homologues of these proteins present in 121 gut genomes were sub-
sequently retrieved and aligned19, and approximate maximum-
likelihood trees were generated using FASTTREE20. The results (Sup-
plementary Fig. 12) indicate that some of the VLP virome-associated
proteins are evolving in ways that are distinguishable from homo-
logues present in known, sequenced bacterial genomes, as is the case
in the few environmental communities that have been subjected to
comparable metagenomic studies21.

Evidence of a temperate life cycle

Integrases are markers of temperate phages. We identified ten ORFs
with homology to integrases in the 88 contigs, and 8,955 reads with
significant similarity (BLASTP; E ,1024) to 785 different integrases
among the 1,386,331 reads constituting the entire VLP data set.
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Figure 2 | Sample-by-sample view of the proportional representation of
KEGG second-level pathways in sequenced VLP-associated viromes and
gut microbiomes. Known or predicted proteins encoded by viruses in the

NR_Viral_DB, faecal VLP-derived viromes, 121-sequenced reference
human gut-associated microbial genomes and faecal microbiomes are
shown. See Fig. 1 for sample nomenclature.

Table 1 | Proteins encoded by 88 large viral contigs whose functions are
involved in processes associated with anaerobic gut microbiota

No. of ORFs Name

5 N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase (EC 3.5.1.28)
3 Thymidylate synthase (EC 2.1.1.148)
2 6-pyruvoyltetrahydropterin synthase (EC 4.2.3.12)
1 Anaerobic nitric oxide reductase transcription regulator (NifA)
1 Fe–S oxidoreductase
1 Anaerobic ribonucleoside-triphosphate reductase activating

protein
1 ExsB
1 Phosphoadenosine phosphosulphate reductase family member

(EC 1.8.4.8)
1 Ferritin Dps-family protein
1 Glycosyl transferase family 25

1 Glycosyl transferase family 2

1 Methylglyoxal synthase (EC 4.2.3.3)
1 Iron/manganese superoxide dismutases, carboxy-terminal

domain (EC 1.15.1.1)
1 Thioredoxin
1 S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase (EC 4.1.1.50)
1 Cysteine desulphurase (EC 2.8.1.7)

This list of proteins without homologues in the NR_Viral_DB includes (i) two transcriptional
regulators (a homologue of ExsB involved in regulation of succinoglycan levels28 and an
anaerobic nitric oxide reductase regulator belonging to the sigma 54 family); (ii) an anaerobic
ribonucleoside triphosphate reductase activating protein that uses S-adenosyl-L-methionine
(SAM), an Fe–S cluster and a reductant for the de novo anaerobic synthesis of nucleotides29–31;
(iii) other SAM-related proteins (Fe–S oxidoreductase and a SAM-decarboxylase that uses
SAM for synthesis of spermidine and spermine, which in turn stimulate RNA polymerases and
stabilize the DNA helix, respectively32); (iv) three oxidative-stress-related proteins (an iron/
manganese superoxide dismutase, thioredoxin and a ferritin Dps-family protein); (v) a
methylglyoxal synthase homologue involved in pyruvate metabolism; (vi) three thymidylate
synthases and two 6-pyruvoyltetrahydropterin synthases involved in folate metabolism; (vii) a
member of the phosphoadenosine phosphosulphate reductase family that participates in
cysteine biosynthesis and uses thioredoxin as an electron donor; (viii) cysteine desulphurase
(NifS), which is important in Fe–S-cluster biosynthesis because it catalyses the removal of
sulphur from cysteine to produce alanine; and (ix) a group of proteins involved in peptidoglycan
synthesis (a member of CAZy glycosyl transferase family 2 (GT2), a member of GT25 and five
N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidases; acquisition of this last group of enzymes is intriguing in
light of evidence that some phages can subvert normal bacterial pathways for surface glycan
biosynthesis5). EC, Enzyme Commission number; ORF, open reading frame.
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The number of hits to different integrases per VLP sample was then
used to construct a distance matrix which showed that the diversity
among identified integrases was significantly lower within VLP vir-
omes purified from the same individual over time than between
individuals, and that there were no significant differences in integrase
diversity between individuals, regardless of family relationships
(Supplementary Fig. 13).

As noted above, in most ecosystems where phage–host interactions
have been studied in detail, lytic life cycles and Red Queen dynamics
seem to dominate22. Metagenomic studies of salterns and sludge
ecosystems indicate that many of the most apparent genetic changes
over time are at loci that prevent phage attachment (for example
outer-membrane proteins and polysaccharides). Probably the clearest
example of Red Queen dynamics between phages and their hosts are
the CRISPR elements in sludge1 and acid mine drainage systems2.
Similarly, phage genomes often show evidence of changes in their tail
fibres over time3. It is therefore striking that we found essentially no
evidence of this type of behaviour in faecal phages (see Supplementary
Discussion for analysis of CRISPRs). In contrast, we found high abun-
dances of dominant phages, present in the same individual for
extended periods of time, with no significant divergence or mutations
in their genomes. The presence of integrases in the assembled VLP
contigs is also consistent with the notion that they represent promi-
nent temperate phages in the faecal microbiota.

One potential explanation is that phage production occurs through
induction of prophages caused by energy limitation in the faeces; at
this point, faecal microbial hosts are effectively at a dead end for their
associated phages, and the viruses may gain an advantage for trans-
mission by exiting their host cells as VLPs. Experimental evidence for
this explanation is provided by gnotobiotic mice co-colonized for two

weeks with Marvinbryantia formatexigens, a human gut acetogen that
contains three predicted prophages, and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron,
a saccharolytic bacterium that harbours two predicted prophages.
Normalized RNA-Seq counts, generated from caecal contents and
faecal samples collected when the mice were killed (n 5 3 mice)23,
revealed that one of the three prophages in M. formatexigens was
completely activated (all ORFs transcribed) in all faecal samples and
in a subset of caecal samples (Fig. 3). In the case of the remaining two
M. formatexigens prophages, only a few genes were expressed, includ-
ing a pair of adjacent ORFs encoding a HicA-family toxin
(BRYFOR7601) and a HicB-family antitoxin (BRYFOR7602) in one
of the prophages, and a pair of genes that specify a RelE-family toxin
(BFYFOR9696) and a Phd-family antitoxin (BRYFOR9697) in the
other prophage; these two gene pairs were constitutively expressed
in all faecal samples, in all caecal samples and during in vitro growth
in defined medium containing a variety of carbon sources (Fig. 3).
Coexpression of toxin–antitoxin genes is known to maintain stable
integration of phage DNA in bacterial chromosomes24,25. Importantly,
the one prophage that was fully activated (prophage 2 in Fig. 3) does
not have a detectable toxin–antitoxin gene pair. Only two small (2–3-
gene) clusters were expressed in the two B. thetaiotaomicron prophages
in vivo; all of these clusters encode predicted toxin or antitoxin genes
(Supplementary Fig. 14). These findings illustrate how a prophage
may be liberated from its host cell when that cell is present in a faecal
community.

Incorporating virome analyses into human microbiome projects

Human microbiome projects have been initiated throughout the world
to define the interrelationships between physiological status and/or
disease states and microbial community structure and function. Our
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results indicate that these metagenomic studies should also include
VLPs recovered from various body-habitat microbiota (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 15 and Supplementary Discussion). Functions embedded in
both dominant and subdominant phages may provide informative
molecular signatures (biomarkers) of a microbiota and its human host,
of microbial community responses to impending or fully manifest
disease states, and of the extent to which community health or patho-
logy endures after apparent recovery of the human host from a disease
or therapeutic intervention. In addition, gnotobiotic mice harbouring
defined collections of human gut symbionts inoculated with VLP-
derived viromes should provide informative models for further invest-
igation of various aspects of the interactions between phages and their
microbial hosts in different regions of the gut, including an assessment
of whether Lotka–Volterra dynamics operate in more proximal regions
of the intestine where energy generated from dietary components may
be more available.

METHODS SUMMARY
Sample collection. The Missouri Adolescent Female Twin Study26 is composed

of female twin pairs born in the state of Missouri between 1975 and 1986, and

their mothers. Procedures for obtaining informed consent and sample collection

were approved by the Washington University Human Studies Committee.

DNA extraction and 454 pyrosequencing. We processed aliquots of frozen faecal

samples (2–5 g) for isolation of VLPs by serial filtration followed by caesium

chloride gradient ultracentrifugation27. VLPs were lysed in a solution containing

proteinase K and 10% SDS. DNA was extracted with 10% cetyltrimethylammo-

nium bromide and 0.7 M NaCl and amplified using the illustra GenomiPhi V2 kit

(GE Healthcare). We used the resulting DNA for multiplex shotgun 454 GS FLX

pyrosequencing. For further details about VLP purification, extraction of VLP

DNA, assembly of pyrosequencer reads and data analysis, see Methods.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Sample collection. The Missouri Adolescent Female Twin Study26 is composed

of female twin pairs born in the state of Missouri between 1975 and 1986, and

their mothers. Procedures for obtaining informed consent and sample collection

were approved by the Washington University Human Studies Committee.

Purification of VLPs. Viral purification was performed with minor modifications

of the procedure described in an earlier publication27. In brief, all samples were

frozen at 220 uC within 30 min after donation, placed at 280 uC within 36 h and

maintained at 280 uC until they were used. For VLP purification, a 2–5-g aliquot

of each faecal sample was resuspended in 25 ml SM buffer (100 mM NaCl, 8 mM

MgSO4, 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5) and 0.002% gelatin (w/v)). Following centrifu-

gation (2,500g for 10 min at room temperature (23 uC)), the resulting supernatant

was removed and passed sequentially through 0.45-mm and 0.22-mm Whatman

filters to remove residual cells. The filtrate was then adjusted with CsCl to a density

of 1.12 g ml21 and deposited on top of a 3-ml step gradient prepared using 1-ml

CsCl solutions with respective densities of 1.7 g ml21, 1.5 g ml21 and 1.35 g ml21

SM buffer. Samples were centrifuged for 2 h at 60,000g (4 uC) in a SW41 swinging

bucket rotor (Beckman). The 1.5 g ml21 layer was recovered because material in

this density range is known to be enriched for bacteriophages27. At each step of the

purification procedure, an aliquot of the sample was viewed under an epifluor-

escence microscope after viral particles had been stained with SYBR-gold; this

allowed us to document the presence of VLPs and note whether a decrease in the

representation of bacterial and eukaryotic cellular elements had occurred.

Extraction of viral DNA. After the 1.5 g ml21 layer was collected from the step

gradient, chloroform was added (0.2 volumes) and the solution was centrifuged

for 5 min at 2,500g. The aqueous phase was treated with DNase (Sigma Aldrich;

final concentration, 2.5 U ml21) to remove residual host and bacterial DNA. To

extract the virions, 0.1 volumes of 2 M Tris HCl/0.2 M EDTA, 1 volume of

formamide and 100ml of a 0.5 M EDTA solution were added per 10 ml of sample,

and the resulting mixture was incubated at room temperature for 30 min. The

sample was subsequently washed with 2 volumes of ethanol and pelleted by

centrifugation for 20 min at 8,000g at 4 uC. The pellet was washed twice with

70% ethanol and resuspended in 567ml of TE buffer, followed by 30 ml of 10%

SDS and 3ml of a 20 mg ml21 solution of proteinase K (Fisher Scientific; cat no.

AC61182-0500). The mixture was incubated for 1 h at 55 uC, and 100ml of 5 M

NaCl and 80ml of a solution of 10% cetyltrimethylammonium bromide/0.7 M

NaCl were subsequently introduced. After a 10-min incubation at 65 uC, an equal

volume of chloroform was added and the mixture was centrifuged (5 min at

8,000g at room temperature). The resulting supernatant was transferred to a new

tube and an equal volume of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) was

added, followed by centrifugation (5 min at 8,000g at room temperature). The

supernatant was recovered and an equal volume of chloroform was introduced.

Following centrifugation, the supernatant was collected and 0.7 volumes of

isopropanol used to precipitate the DNA. After another centrifugation step

(15 min at 13,000g at 4 uC), the material was washed (500 ml of cold 70%

ethanol), air-dried and resuspended in 50 ml TE. An aliquot of the purified

DNA was used as a template in polymerase chain reactions that contained

universal primers directed at bacterial 16S rRNA and eukaryotic 18S rRNA

genes; this assay was used to confirm the absence of detectable, contaminating,

non-viral DNA.

Amplification of VLP-associated DNA. Shotgun 454 pyrosequencing requires

3–5mg of DNA for library preparation. The typical yield from our faecal VLP-

DNA isolation procedure was 500 ng per sample. Therefore, whole-genome amp-

lification (WGA) was performed using reagents and protocols in the illustra

GenomiPhi V2 kit (GE Healthcare) to generate sufficient material for library con-

struction. Purified VLP DNA (10–50 ng) was mixed with 9ml ‘Sample Buffer’ from

the kit and heat-denatured at 95 uC for 3 min. Nine microlitres of ‘Reaction Buffer’

and 1ml of ‘Enzyme Mix’ were then added and the solution incubated for 90 min at

30 uC. Three separate WGA reactions were performed for each viral DNA prepara-

tion to minimize potential bias in amplification. The amplified products from each

sample were subsequently pooled and purified (QIAGEN DNeasy kit).

To test for bias in the amplification and sequencing of VLP-DNA preparations

that had been subjected to WGA, we analysed the VLP sample from individual

F3T1.1, where the yield of DNA was sufficient to perform shotgun pyrosequen-

cing with unamplified as well as with amplified subsamples. We pooled 16,567

reads derived from WGA DNA and 18,845 reads from the unamplified aliquot,

and clustered them using the procedures followed for alpha-diversity calcula-

tions (see ‘CD-HIT clustering’, below). We found that 98.4% of the sequences

from the unamplified DNA were also present in the WGA reads whereas 91.96%

of the WGA sequences were represented in the unamplified sample data set. This

difference could be due to sequencing of amplified low-abundance viral DNAs

that were not sequenced in the unamplified sample. WGA is also known to

amplify small, single-stranded DNA viruses preferentially17.

Multiplex shotgun pyrosequencing of VLP viromes. DNAs, purified from each

of 12 VLP preparations, were labelled with a different MID (multiplex identifiers;

Roche). Equivalent amounts of the bar-coded samples were then pooled before a

run of 454 FLX pyrosequencing. Shotgun reads were filtered by removing (i) all

duplicates (defined as sequences whose initial 20 nucleotides are identical and

that share an overall identity of .97% throughout the length of the shortest read;

duplicates are a known pyrosequencing artefact33), (ii) reads with degenerate

bases (‘N’s) and (iii) sequences with significant similarity to human reference

genomes (BLASTN (v2.2.20); E ,1025) to ensure the de-identification of

samples.

Bacterial 16S rRNA gene amplification and sequencing. An aliquot (500 mg) of

each frozen pulverized faecal sample was resuspended in a solution containing

500ml of extraction buffer (200 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 200 mM NaCl, 20 mM EDTA,

210ml of 20% SDS, 500ml of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and

500ml of a slurry of 0.1-mm-diameter zirconia/silica beads (BioSpec Products).

Cells were mechanically disrupted using a bead beater (BioSpec Products) set on

high for 2 min at room temperature, followed by extraction with phenol/

chloroform/isoamyl alcohol and precipitation with isopropanol. DNA obtained

from three separate aliquots of each faecal sample were pooled and used for

amplification of bacterial 16S rRNA genes.

Approximately 330-base-pair (bp) amplicons, spanning variable region 2

(V2) of bacterial 16 rRNA genes were generated by using PCR, modified primer

8F (59- GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCTCAGTCAGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG-39),

which consisted of 454 primer B (underlined) and the universal bacterial primer

8F (italics), and modified primer 338R (59-GCCTCCCTCGCGCCATCAGN

NNNNNNNNNNNCATGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT-39), which contained

454 primer A (underlined), a sample-specific, error-correcting 12-mer bar

code34 (‘N’s) and the bacterial primer 338R (italics).

Four replicate polymerase chain reactions were performed for each pooled

faecal DNA sample. Each 20-ml reaction contained 100 ng of gel-purified DNA

(Qiaquick, QIAGEN), 8ml 2.5X HotMaster PCR Mix (Eppendorf) and 0.3 mM of

each primer. The PCR program consisted of initial denaturation at 95 uC for

2 min followed by 30 cycles of denaturation (95 uC for 20 s), annealing (52 uC for

20 s) and amplification (65 uC for 1 min). Replicate PCRs were subsequently

pooled and purified using Ampure magnetic purification beads (Agencourt).

DNA was quantified using Picogreen (Invitrogen) and an equimolar amount of

each sample was used for multiplex 454 FLX amplicon pyrosequencing.

Bacterial 16S rRNA data processing and analysis. 16S rRNA reads were ana-

lysed using QIIME (v1.0)35: fasta, quality files and a mapping file indicating the

bar-code sequence corresponding to each sample were used as inputs. The

QIIME pipeline takes this input information and split reads by samples accord-

ing to the bar code, and classifies reads into OTUs on the basis of sequence

similarity. It also performs taxonomical classification using the RDP-classifier

(v2.2)36, builds a de novo taxonomic tree of the sequences on the basis of sequence

similarity and creates a table of samples versus OTUs that can be used, together

with the tree, to calculate alpha and beta diversity.

Custom non-redundant viral database (NR_Viral_DB). All complete viral and

bacteriophage genomes available in the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)

database were downloaded, as were all complete prophage genomes present in

the SEED database and all entries for the taxid 10239 (Viruses) in RefSeq between

1 kb and 500 kb. The database was complemented with prophage sequences

identified from a survey of 396 sequenced microbial genomes (Supplementary

Table 10) using the software tool PHAGEFINDER (v1.9beta)37. To make the

database non-redundant, all sequences were compared against each other and

only those with ,95% identity throughout their length were retained.

CD-HIT clustering. CD-HIT-EST (v3.1) is a software tool designed for cluster-

ing nucleotide sequences by similarity13. We used CD-HIT-EST to cluster the

pooled reads obtained from all viral samples. Hierarchical clustering was per-

formed on the basis of continuous reduction of the required percentage overlap

between reads (from 99% to 85%) while maintaining a sequence identity of

$90%. A table of sample versus CD-HIT clusters was subsequently generated,

analogous to an OTU table. The table was analysed using QIIME to generate

alpha-diversity estimates (as Shannon indices) as well as beta-diversity matrices

based on Hellinger distances.

Viral alpha and beta diversity. These estimates were based on a pipeline com-

posed of several software programs: GAAS (v0.14)38, CIRCONSPECT (v0.2.1)16,

PHACCS (v1.0.7)39 and MAXIPHI16. CIRCONSPECT (http://sourceforge.net/

projects/circonspect/) was used to form cross-contig spectra of 33 coverage. To

ensure stringent assembly, contigs in CIRCONSPECT were determined by

MINIMO (v2.0.5) (available in the AMOS package at http://sourceforge.net/

projects/amos/) instead of TIGR ASSEMBLER. Contig assembly parameters

were 98%-similar sequences overlapping by at least 35 bp. Average viral genome

length was then estimated using GAAS (http://sourceforge.net/projects/gaas/)
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(tBLASTX against complete NCBI RefSeq viral genomes; minimum 30%
similarity, minimum 70% relative length).

For each pair of samples to compare, the input for MAXIPHI was their cross-

contig spectrum and average genome length. Building on PHACCS (http://

sourceforge.net/projects/phaccs/), MAXIPHI ran a Monte Carlo simulation to

determine how many virotypes samples had in common (percentage shared),

and how many of the most abundant ones changed their abundance rank (per-

centage permuted). Using VLP reads from each individual sample assembled

against themselves as internal controls, the best average genome length for each

beta-diversity computation was found as the length within 20% of the input

value that produced the percentage shared and percentage permuted closest to

100% and 0%, respectively.

The entire viral diversity analysis was done at several levels: between time

points for each individual, between twins for each family, between twin and

mother for each family, and between all families. Input viral metagenomes were

pooled as necessary; for example, for the co-twin comparison, sequences from all

three time points from each twin were merged.

PHACCS calculates the expected number of virotypes by estimating Shannon

indexes from contig spectra. To compare the results using an independent
method, Shannon indexes derived from CD-HIT clustering were determined:

the expected number of clusters per sample was divided by the expected number

of clusters per virotype, as determined by the average genome size given by GAAS

and the mapping of clusters per kilobase of viral contigs.

Assembly and analysis of viral genomes. The 454 Newbler Assembler (software

release 2.0.01.14) was used for assembly of viral genomes. Default parameters

were used except for minimum identity between the sequences (98%) and min-

imum overlap (100 bp). These stringent conditions decrease the risk of false

assembly between reads from different viruses40.

We created an online tool for visualizing assembled viral contigs (http://

gordonlab.wustl.edu/phage_omics/). Each contig with a length .10 kb generated

from the assembly was BLASTed against a non-redundant set of proteins encoded

by viruses present in our NR_Viral_DB (which contains entries deposited in

public databases as of May 2009), as well as translated ORFs present in 121

sequenced microbial genomes representing cultured representatives of the human

gut microbiota. ORF prediction was performed using GLIMMER3 (v3.02)41.

ORFs were subsequently annotated on the basis of BLASTX searches (E

,1025) of the KEGG (v51), COG/String (v842), PFAM (v2343) and TIGRFAM
(v744) databases. All features and annotations for each contig were included in a

MySQL database and displayed using LWGV45 (lightweight genome viewer, v0.4).

All processed pyrosequencing reads from each VLP sample were BLASTed

(BLASTN; E ,1025) against each of the contigs. Significant hits were recorded

and the positions used to plot cumulative coverage. The length of the alignment

was used to calculate a normalized coverage value46. The percentage similarity of

each read to the contig was also calculated and averaged for calculation of total

percentage identity.

Functional assignment of reads and statistical analyses. All available pyrose-

quencing reads from faecal microbiomes and VLP-derived viromes were used to

query (BLASTX, E ,1025) the KEGG (v51) and COG/String (v842) databases.

The same databases were queried (BLASTP, E ,1025) with known and predicted

proteins encoded by the 121 reference-sequenced human gut microbial gen-

omes, and with all viral genomes (excluding prophages) in our NR_Viral_DB.

After best BLAST hits were assigned to COG categories or KEGG second-level

pathways, METASTATS18 was used to identify significant functional differences

(P , 0.05) between faecal virome and microbiome data sets.

Prophage coverage plots. Prophages present in the 121 gut microbial genomes
were identified using PHAGEFINDER. Each identified prophage was then

extracted in silico together with 50 kb of flanking bacterial genomic sequences.

NUCMER (v3.06)47 was subsequently used to map all VLP pyrosequencer reads

(default settings) onto this set of extracted sequences. MUMMERPLOT (v3.5),

which like NUCMER is part of the MUMMER package47, was used to generate

sequence identity plots (threshold, .80% similarity). The prophage genome

coordinates of the matches and the sequence identity with VLP reads were used

to generate tables of ‘percentage coverage’ and ‘fold-coverage’.

Search for integrase genes. All integrase protein sequences were extracted from

the NR_Viral_DB and from the 121 sequenced human gut-associated microbial

genomes. VLP pyrosequencing reads were BLASTed against this database of

extracted sequences (BLASTP, E ,1024) and the best BLAST hit stored for every

read. The number of reads from a given sample that were similar to a given

integrase in the database was recorded and used to generate a Hellinger-based

distance matrix between samples (QIIME).

CRISPR spacers represented in viral metagenomes. Seventy-four available human

gut microbial genomes, representing members of the most predominant bacterial

families present in the human faecal microbiota, were used to search for CRISPR

elements with CRISPRFINDER48. CRISPRs were identified in 48 of these genomes:

they contained a total of 95 different repeat sequences and 2,196 spacers. The direct

repeats were subsequently compiled into a database, which in turn was used to search

each of our faecal microbiome data sets (using CROSS_MATCH (v1.090518)49;

parameters: -minmatch 7 -maxmatch 12 -gap1_only -screen -minscore 10).

Spacers were then extracted from all microbiome pyrosequencer reads where at least

two matches for the same CRISPR repeat were identified and the intervening spacer

was $10 nucleotides. All of these spacers from the microbiomes and 121 sequenced-

reference genomes were pooled together and used to screen all VLP-derived pyro-

sequencing reads using CROSS_MATCH (parameters: -minmatch 14 -maxmatch

14 -gap1_only -screen -minscore 10). Virome reads with hits to microbiome or

reference-genome CRISPR spacers over .90% of the length of their spacers were

recorded.

Gnotobiotic mouse experiments. All studies with mice used protocols approved

by the Washington University Animal Studies Committee. Methods for co-

colonization of germ-free adult male C57Bl/6J mice with Marvinbryantia

formatexigens and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, collection of their caecal con-

tents, preparation of rRNA-depleted RNA from caecal contents and faecal

samples for subsequent cDNA synthesis, and Illumina GA-IIx sequencing of

complementary DNA, plus mapping and normalization of the resulting reads,

are described in another publication23. RNA-Seq data sets used for our analysis of

prophage gene expression can be found under GEO accession numbers

GSM544893, GSM544900, GSM544858, GSM544866, GSM544940 and

GSM544944 (in vivo data), and GSM544856, GSM544873, GSM544835,

GSM544947, GSM544872, GSM544917, GSM544931, GSM544871,

GSM544883, GSM544863 and GSM544865 (in vitro data).

Statistical tests. Statistical tests were performed and heat maps were produced

using the R package (v2.9.2)50.
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